Purpose: The goal of this article is to introduce the pause marker (PM), a single-sign diagnostic marker proposed to discriminate early or persistent childhood apraxia of speech (CAS) from speech delay.
I t has been 60 years since Muriel Morley's influential observations of children whose speech and prosodic errors resembled a pediatric form of adult-onset apraxia of speech (Morley, 1957) . The research reported in this Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research supplement was motivated by the need for a behavioral marker to enable development of a biomarker and an explanatory account of the disorder that Morley described. We suggest that the lack of a conclusive diagnostic marker to identify what is currently termed childhood apraxia of speech (CAS) has been the critical constraint on research to understand, treat, and prevent this disorder and a primary factor underlying its notable overdiagnosis worldwide. The goal of the four articles in this series to follow (for efficiency: PM I, PM II, PM III, and PM IV) was to develop and validate a diagnostic marker that discriminates early and persistent CAS from speech delay (SD), a prevalent and typically severe subtype of childhood speech sound disorders defined in PM I.
PM I provides rationale, concepts, and methods for the PM, the proposed diagnostic marker of CAS. Discussions include an examination of criteria for diagnostic markers, an update on the conceptual and procedural framework for the PM termed the Speech Disorders Classification System, and description of the PM.
PM II describes findings from validity studies interpreted as support for the use of the PM in research and clinical contexts.
PM III reports findings from studies of the theoretical coherence of the PM with representational and transcoding processes proposed to be the core speech-processing deficits in CAS.
PM IV describes an ordinal CAS severity scale termed the Pause Marker Index and reports validity and temporal stability findings.
List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
The following acronyms and abbreviations are used for terms that occur in PM I-PM IV. 
